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ABSTRACT
The intuition behind linear regression can be difficult for students
to grasp particularly without a readily accessible context. This
paper uses basketball statistics to demonstrate the purpose of linear
regression and to explain how to interpret its results. In particular,
the student will quickly grasp the meaning of explanatory
variables, r-squared, and the statistical significance of estimates of
regression coefficients. Even if the student is not a sports fan the
examples are easily understood and familiar. The student can
easily replicate the procedures in this paper to reinforce learning.

Introduction
When calculators were introduced into the classroom, a number of tedious calculations could suddenly be
performed very quickly. However, students’ comprehension of mathematics did not actually improve and the
calculator in many ways masked deficiencies because a keystroke sequence could substitute for comprehension.
Regression analysis has some of the same characteristics because econometric software has improved to the
point that a regression is a simple one line command that results in copious amounts of output.
We believe the reason for the difficulty in understanding/interpreting regression results is not the product of
students being unable to perform the regression using matrix algebra, but the product of a lack of intuition that
belies the one line of code. In other words, it is equally important to understand why the regression is being
performed, what the regression process does to the data, and how to interpret the regression results.
By using the statistics from a basketball team, students become enabled to comprehend a model for
predicting the number of points a given player should be able to score based on certain factors. Regression is
then introduced as a means to calibrate and test the model.
The paper begins with a breakdown of what a regression “does” based on a very small set of data in which
hand calculators can perform all of the calculations. Next, the statistics from a basketball team are presented so
that a model can be generated to predict how many points should be scored in a game by an individual given a
set of factors. A regression is performed to calibrate and test the model. A second regression based on the
capital asset pricing model (Sharpe, 1964) is then performed on actual financial data. The paper concludes at
this point.

What Actually Happens in a Regression?
Before introducing the basketball data, start with something even smaller. In Table 1, we have three
columns of data: A, B, and C with the averages of each column calculated by summing the data and dividing it
by the number of observations (5 in this case).
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